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PREFACE
When we launched the Cointelligence Exchange Rating
System back in February of this year, we knew we were
setting out to achieve some ambitious goals.
Primarily, our intention was to create a system which would produce clear, easy to understand
scores that we could proudly display on our site and that users could leverage as part of their
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ecosystem as a whole.
Secondly, we created this system to differentiate ourselves from the controversial custom
of ranking exchanges using the easiest metric to obtain: reported trading volume. While the
discussion about the genuineness of data reported by the exchanges themselves is a rather hot
topic, we don’t want to delve into that here. Rather, since much of this data is hard or impossible
to confirm as authentic, we took an entirely different approach: Quality rating over quantity.
Our thesis was that if we put time, effort, resources, and man-hours into physically interacting
with the exchange “on trial” - creating an account, contacting support, verifying if they indeed
allow
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to withdraw their crypto funds
or purchase ether using a credit
card
- the crypto
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to measure
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make better decisions about which ones to use.
We believe that we have managed to create this alternative. In this piece, we will argue that while
it is most certainly an alternative - it is also better.
Let’s start.
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PREFACE
When we launched the Cointelligence Exchange Rating
System back in February of this year, we knew we were
setting out to achieve some ambitious goals.
Primarily, our intention was to create a system which would produce clear, easy to understand
scores that we could proudly display on our site and that users could leverage as part of their
decision-making process. Our main guiding principle was how much benefit this system would
provide not just for the individual user, but the crypto ecosystem as a whole.
Secondly, we created this system to differentiate ourselves from the controversial custom
of ranking exchanges using the easiest metric to obtain: reported trading volume. While the
discussion about the genuineness of data reported by the exchanges themselves is a rather hot
topic, we don’t want to delve into that here. Rather, since much of this data is hard or impossible
to confirm as authentic, we took an entirely different approach: Quality rating over quantity.
Our thesis was that if we put time, effort, resources, and man-hours into physically interacting
with the exchange “on trial” - creating an account, contacting support, verifying if they indeed
allow users to withdraw their crypto funds or purchase ether using a credit card - the crypto
community would have an alternative method to measure and rank exchanges, and eventually,
make better decisions about which ones to use.
We believe that we have managed to create this alternative. In this piece, we will argue that while
it is most certainly an alternative - it is also better.
Let’s start.
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KEY METRICS
& OVERVIEW
We want to take this opportunity to clearly state the
following: None of the exchanges we have rated were
contacted prior to the rating, and we have not and will
never accept offers from exchanges to pay for a rating,
biased or not.

Exchanges Rated

85

April 2019

Highest Score

Lowest Score

Gemini

Coinbe & C-CEX

8,75 0,0

Average Score

Median Score

4,09 4,0
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KEY METRICS & OVERVIEW
After going through 85 exchanges, we learned a lot more
than we initially thought we would. First, while designing
the system itself, we wanted to present a challenge for
exchanges, and not an easy one.
We thought that the top exchanges in the world today would approach a rating of 10 - a perfect
score, in our eyes - and yet, there are only two exchanges who rank higher than 8 - Gemini and
Liquid - and only thirteen who rank higher than 6.

Our data paints a picture of more lower scores than higher ones, or a positive-skewed distribution,
in more boring terms. This means that less exchanges manage to live up to our standards, and
this further fortifies the belief that the crypto exchange landscape can be a dangerous one for
non-seasoned traders. On the other side of the coin, this also makes the top exchanges stand
out more, and we hope to further push bad exchanges down the ranks and raise the better ones
higher.
We’ll provide a full explanation of our metrics later on, but let’s start by looking at some highs
and lows. The metric we found the hardest for exchanges to receive the full score for was asset
insurance. We gave full points for exchanges that managed to secure complete coverage for
their users’ funds, and only two exchanges scored fully on that one: Gemini and Bitflyer. There
are several other exchanges which offer the standard FDIC insurance of all fiat funds held in the
exchange’s US bank account, and this does grant the exchange a partial score in that metric.
The metric we found the easiest for exchanges to score on was usability. Many exchanges
understand the importance of a quality platform, an inviting website, and intuitive interfaces,
and while not everybody manages to provide an easy to use platform, the scores in this category
are generally very high.
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KEY METRICS & OVERVIEW
After viewing multiple exchanges, one might start to
feel a sort of deja-vu. This is due to the fact it has
become a viable business model to take a pre-built
exchange site and deploy it for a paying customer.
There are many firms who sell an off-the-shelf exchange site, trade matching engine, security
and support mechanisms, and the entire package needed to run an exchange, for whoever wants
to set up a new one and is willing to pay for the service. While this is certainly good for competition
and ultimately for traders and market makers, the result is that this generic exchange layout
carries its flaws from one to another - and in critical fields like security, any loophole which might
exist in one exchange has an increasingly large chance to be found on others. This practice is
commonly found on Asian based exchanges, and a few examples would be KKCoin, DragonEx,
DOBI Trade, TOPBTC, and Bibox.

One factor that can impact an exchange’s usability score drastically is its support system - we try
to engage the support team and answer important questions that we sometimes cannot receive
the answer for using publicly available information. We encountered many variations of customer
support structures - from Telegram-only support using community managers, through a limited
number of pre-programmed answers, all the way to instant support using both a live chat on the
site and email. Some exchanges’ support details are very hard to find, if not impossible - though
that usually comes bundled with more red flags.
When engaging support, we look for a genuine attempt on the behalf of the exchange to resolve
whatever issue the user has, and we are sad to report that most exchange mechanisms we
surveyed were disappointing in that regard.
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KEY METRICS & OVERVIEW
Out of 85 exchanges we’ve rated so far, we’ve found several of
them which made our alarm bells go off by operating using the
worst possible business practices, and some are potentially
outright scams. These feelings and and findings of ours are
further portrayed, individually for each exchange, in our rating
summaries.
While surveying an exchange we sharpen our senses to try
and catch details which seem “off” about the exchange, and
if these add up to a pattern, we dig deeper. Sometimes, we
find that alleged team members are not real people, some key
management members are accused of sexual harassment and
sometimes, an exchange team just raises $150M in an ICO, lets
the token price dump 82%, and disappears off the face of the
earth, becoming unreachable.
After summing up all exchanges involved in less-than-legitimate behavior and multiple reports
by customers (whether public or disclosed to us privately) of wrong-doings by an exchange,
we arrived at this number: 18 out of the 85 rated exchanges, or 21%, displayed subpar business
practices. We unfortunately believe the actual number is higher than that, and there are many
exchanges who simply hide it better - whether they manage to keep negative talk about them quiet
on the web, or they follow some kind of hard-to-notice bad practice, such as money laundering.
To qualify for acceptance into this prestigious club, exchanges displayed one or more of the
following:
•

Team members arrested by authorities for embezzlement of customer funds

•

Creating fake personas for team members to avoid disclosing their real identity

•

Radio silence on the part of the exchange on all available social media, including not
responding to any method of communication initiated by us or other users

•

Endless allegations by users in social media (i.e. Telegram) for not honoring withdrawal of
funds with no comment from the exchange

•

Having some sort of catastrophic coincidence on Proof-of-Keys day, for example
a data center fire

•

Allowing fiat deposits, but only through very suspicious methods of payment, and no
option for PayPal, credit card, or bank transfer

•

Officially and publicly announcing they will pump coins

•

When a user wishes to disable 2-factor authentication on their account, they simply
need to press “disable” and it’s done - no confirmation needed, rendering it useless

And unfortunately, the list goes on.
6
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KEY METRICS & OVERVIEW
While on the topic of controversial customs, we found
that in 30 out of the 85 exchanges we rated (35%) the
exchange team were completely anonymous.
At times, we are certain, this is done on purpose to untether the exchange from its true operators,
to minimize the possibility that the company’s wrongdoings will be traced back to a certain
individual or individuals.
Sometimes, however, we found this to also be a product of general business customs - Asianbased exchanges tend to put their team members less on display, and this might be due to cultural
differences, and an attempt to preserve humility. Still, we operate from a western perspective,
and cater to a western audience; we score exchange teams based on the experience they publicly
state they have in business, and in the crypto space in particular.
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METHODOLOGY
In our ratings we address four main metrics: Usability,
Performance (also measures financial benefit), Team
and Risk.
The only category in which an exchange should aim to score as low as it can is Risk - the lower
the risk, the more we feel comfortable using the exchange with our own funds, and the better the
total rating. On the others, of course, the higher the better.

USABILITY
When measuring Usability, we take into account how easy it is to become a customer. How
smooth the KYC process is, the quality of the exchange website, extent of features, and how easy
it is to get a human to answer your support related questions all contribute to the Usability score.

PERFORMANCE
To measure Performance, we put the actual exchange engine to the test
and determine what the exchange offers customers in order to attract
their funds, instead of them going to one of the countless competitors.
We look at commission fee height, extra features like futures contracts or leveraged trading,
and take into account user reports of historical hiccups - some exchanges struggle to contain
the enormous load on their trade matching engines during times of high volatility and increased
trading volume, to the point where it becomes a meme.
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METHODOLOGY
PERFORMANCE

Here we also measure the financial benefit a user potentially gains from choosing the exchange
at hand over its competitors. One of the hardest questions we asked ourselves is: “How can we
score exchanges based on their listed assets?”
The obvious answer will be - the more coins, the better. But this solution is flawed, due to a
number of reasons:

1.

Many exchanges who list hundreds of coins generally list useless
coins, and sometimes their entire business model is built on charging
projects listing fees to add their coins to the exchange.

2.

An astonishing amount of trading pairs consistently see zero actual
trading volume, or worse: zero actual volume and a lot of fake volume.

3.

Customer types differ, and while one person would prefer as many
coins as possible, another might prioritize other features such as fiat
trading against a small number of high-cap coins.

Our final judgement on this issue will be portrayed in the next iteration of the rating system,
further discussed towards the end of this report.

TEAM
The Team metric attempts to acquire as much information as possible
about the team behind the exchange - without impacting personal
privacy - and figure out the person’s ability to execute their job in the best
way possible.
We take a look at the management positions - CEO and other C-levels. We try to obtain information
about the person responsible for an exchange’s security - although a failure to do so on our part
might signal a success by the exchange; good security experts will try to minimize their digital
footprint to deter attackers from learning details about them.
Afterwards, we take a look at additional team members: how many there are, their titles, and the
impact and reach of their online presence. If an exchange does not have a public team page on
their site, we try and achieve this information from different sources, i.e. LinkedIn.
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METHODOLOGY
TEAM
A perfect score in the Team section will be given if an exchange is publicly displaying its team
members and makes a case for each one as to why they are the best person for the job. CEOs
who were managers of a clothing brand and jumped on the crypto hype train at the peak of public
interest somewhere around 2018 will receive less points than CEOs with a proven track record in
the blockchain space.
In short: we want to see credentials.

RISK
Finally, a low Risk score signifies an exchange has managed to instill in
us a sense of trust, and we would be a little bit more comfortable putting
our own funds in their hands.
Past hacks, insurance status, account security layers are all carefully looked at. An additional risk
parameter we try to assess is the regulatory status of the exchange - the current crypto exchange
landscape is as global as it gets, and there exist exchanges in a large amount of countries who
all compete for the same users, catering to a global market, and therefore will go to lengths to
acquire these users over their competitors. We try to foresee, based on the geographical location
of the exchange headquarters and registration (make no mistake, these are often very different)
any potential run-ins with the local law, or authorities involvement in case of an event, as we are
seeing with awkward QuadrigaCX situation these days.
In calculating the Total score, we inversely weigh the Risk score against the total received without
it, and if the Risk rises above certain thresholds points are deducted from the total score.
We have already received community feedback about the confusion that this causes - having
one metric be the opposite from the others - and we will attempt to simplify it in the future for
better understanding of our methodology, while keeping the final product accurate and true to
our standards.
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METHODOLOGY
TOTAL SCORE
In our total score we weigh different metrics accordingly - not all metric
scores are created equal. If an exchange has managed to create an
ultra-usable platform, with nice animations and a smooth UX, but has
been hacked twice in the last year - we won’t be swayed by its pretty
appearance.
We relatively weigh the Usability, Performance, Team, and Risk scores and receive a final number
between 0 - 10 (or 8.75, as reality shows). 0 is, of course, a sign we would not use the exchange in
question, and most likely believe it is a scam designed to steal funds. The higher the Total Score,
the more we value the total offering of the exchange - and our reasoning for giving such and such
scores are further explained in the rating summary, individually written for each exchange rated.

This simplified yet heavily calculated number, alongside the
rating summary explaining it, is our final product for our users.
In the context of all other exchanges we’ve rated, we believe
this is how Cointelligence, aided by this rating system, creates
the most value for our users.
One of the reasons we started this project was, as we’ve said before, to help the bad exchanges drown
and the best ones float high up, and we’d like to give a well-deserved pat on the back for those who
impressed us enough.
Coinfalcon, a UK-based fiat-crypto on/off-ramp, is a little-known exchange with modest volume,
outstanding UI, competitive fees and a CEO who speaks out against volume faking a worthy
cause, in our opinion.
ABCC is another rising star, and while we admit we have previously not heard about this Singaporebased exchange prior to rating it, we discovered a snappy website, great fees and a passionate
team - and we even dare say it reminds us of Binance in its early days.
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WHAT’S NEXT
Simple - we’re gonna keep rating. Oh, and we will also
rate the ones we’ve already gone over once more when we’ve finished testing our upgraded system.
Yes, the current system is being upgraded using the lessons we’ve learned so far, and one major
difference will be the differentiation between exchanges prior to rating - up until now, we’ve
held all exchanges to the same standards. When we see exchanges with hundreds of listed coins,
and multiplications of that number in trading pairs - we expect others to compete. Not all others,
though - some customers will prefer a few coins listed on the platform while the exchange closely
works with authorities and regulators, while others are simply going to look for the latest IEO
or as many liquid pairs as possible, disregarding the regulatory situation or KYC processes. We
will start to approach each exchange differently, and better tailor our standards to the exchange
at hand. This is going to take hard work, as it already has - but we try to hold ourselves to high
standards as much as we hold others.
Another subject we would like to tackle is fake volume. This plague is one of the main reasons
that lead to the establishment of this rating system, and over the next few months we will educate
ourselves, and hopefully our audience, on how to spot fake volume in exchanges - and portray
the data in our ratings. We will not tolerate exchanges who do this and will massively deduct
points, alongside speaking out against data aggregators who blindly receive data directly from
exchanges and immediately display it live, without it going through a single filter.
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WHAT’S NEXT
This field is starting to pick up steam, with the excellent Bitwise presentation to the SEC creating
the guidelines for spotting fake volume and suggesting the “Real 10” temporary alternative,
already gaining adoption by Messari in their OnChainFX dashboard alongside more support from
several bodies. This is the kind of change we aspire to start rolling out gradually, following close
attention to feedback from our community.
Moving forward, I’d like to publicly, personally invite everyone - from community members,
through developers, traders, investors, exchange operators, and team members - to approach
us. Challenge us. Let us know what you think. Give us feedback. This project was created primarily
for the crypto community and we’d like it to help steer this ship.
While we’ve already stated we are not accepting money for ratings, or doing this to bribe lowranked exchanges and “force” them to pay to increase their rating - we encourage exchange teams
to reach out to us and try to improve their score through cooperation. Sometimes, low scores
are a product of the exchange not communicating its offerings well enough to be picked up by
us, and we are for helping improve that. If we’ve found that your UX is awful - we’ll tell you that,
in hopes you aim to improve, both the actual experience navigating your site and the exchange’s
rating at Cointelligence.
So let’s get back to work, promote transparency, and most importantly - Quality rating over
quantity rating.
Onwards!

Cointelligence is fully self-funded out of our founders’ pockets. If you’d like to help us promote
transparency and service to the community, we would be grateful to receive a donation from you.
Bitcoin:
Ethereum:

362qcC3kj69UVe6oEp7UVwSeGv2bycgm47
0x33F7Ec607A99f92f40b2A7971ed30821656DDf80
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